The consequence The consequence
• XML turning from a pure document markup language into a data interchange format -An instrument for enabling data publication by various applications that need to co-operate.
-Key enabling concept for achieving data interoperability.
http://w3c.org/XML
• Enable internationalized media-independent electronic publishing.
• Allow industries to define platform-independent protocols for the exchange of data, especially the data of electronic commerce.
• Deliver information to user agents in a form that allows automatic processing after receipt.
• Make it easy for people to process data using inexpensive software.
• Allow people to display information the way they want it.
• Provide metadata --data about information --that will help people find information and help information producers and consumers find each other. • • But they do not solve many interoperability But they do not solve many interoperability problems problems --They describe "computations" and not "data" They describe "computations" and not "data" --They don't help in describing the semantics of data They don't help in describing the semantics of data being exchanged between systems being exchanged between systems if so, the DB community has a prominent role, so, the DB community has a prominent role, and should be engaged into both "fully and should be engaged into both "fully original research" and solid transfer to the original research" and solid transfer to the XML world of a lot of known XML world of a lot of known--how how
